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… and to everyone who volunteered their time  

                            to help with event set up and execution  
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 Matches are referred to as “bouts”, as opposed to fights. Each bout is (3) rounds, 

with a (1) minute rest, duration depending on the skill level and age of the competitors: 
Novices (10 bouts or fewer) will box (2) minute rounds, while Open boxers (11+ bouts) 
will box (3) minutes. Masters (41+ years old), and Juniors (15-16) will box rounds of (2) 
minutes or less. 
 

Scoring is based on 3 criteria: 
The effective aggressor controls the 

ring space and pace of the round with good footwork and balance, as well as 
controlling their opponent with a combination of superior defense and offense, 
making the opponent miss and effectively countering. A constant forward 
attack is not necessarily effective aggression. 

Competitiveness here is defined as not giving up, the ability 
to change strategy midstream, and coming on stronger when the going gets 
tough. 

A punch must land cleanly with the knuckle 
portion of the glove (not a slap) on a target area (above the waist, and front 
portion of the torso and head) and be thrown with hip and body behind it. 

 

Each round is scored by a 10 Point Must system: A boxer receives 10 points or less 

(no less than 7) depending on how competitive the round, and whether there were any 
knockdowns or fouls. Each judge must score a winner for each round. Scores are tallied 
at conclusion of the bout to determine the winner:   
10-9 Close round / 10-8 Clear winner / 10-7 Total dominance 

A bout is won by , unanimous or split,  or (also referred to as                 
RSC - Referee Stops Contest)  

 

 
The sport of amateur boxing is not for everyone. Excellence in this 

sport demands self-discipline, athleticism, hard work and courage. But for those 
that choose this path, the dedicated effort demanded for success also cultivates a 
deep respect for self and others, and the confidence and perseverance to succeed 
in competition, and in life. 
 

The Open elite level champions from this tournament will travel as a team to 

represent Wisconsin at the 2022 National Golden Gloves tournament in Tulsa, OK 

this August … undoubtedly an experience they will remember for a lifetime! 

 


